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As part of ACT’s Holistic Framework, 1 ACT researchers developed a Behavioral Skills Framework that can be used to assess behavior in
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education and work settings. By utilizing specific statements of effective behaviors, known as performance level descriptors (PLDs), the
Behavioral Skills Framework is designed to predict successful outcomes, identify potential risks, and propose actionable resolutions by
assessing non-cognitive factors (i.e., factors not related to one’s intellectual capacity).
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In this project, the HEXACO model of
personality 2 was used as a foundation for the

from Broad to Specific

framework because it builds on the

(see figure):

traditionally-used Five Factor Model (FFM). 3 It
provides specific components (or facets) of

• Domains

behavior beyond broad domains. 4 This last

• Components

element is particularly important because

Domain

Getting Along with Others
(Agreeableness)
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Cooperation
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research has demonstrated that specific

• Subcomponents

components of behavior have incremental

• PLDs

predictive validity over broad domains of
behavior alone. 5
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ACT’s Behavioral Skills Framework consists

Works well with others
Makes compromises
Contributes to team’s
work

of hierarchical levels of behavior that range

Note: The Behavioral Skills Framework contains six domains, 23 components, 50

from the more general domain level to the more

subcomponents, and PLDs for each of the 50 subcomponents.

specific PLD (Performance Level Descriptor)
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More specifically, PLDs are a series of statements regarding the effectiveness of specific behavioral skills in specific settings. In the study,
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contain multiple statements capturing different degrees of effective behavior. Findings from these analyses have established PLDs for
elementary school, middle school, high school, postsecondary, and workforce settings.
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